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Marx's Theory of the Social Formation, by Zhongqiao Duan. Aldershot and
Brookfield: Avebury, 1995. $55.95. Pp. viii, 131.

Zhongqiao Duan, a philosopher at the People's University of China, has
produced a concise and provocative reconstruction of some basic components of Marx's historical materialism. According to Duan, the heart of historical materialism is Marx's theory of the "social formation," which is at once
"a theory concerning the structure of society and the stages of development
of society." In six tightly argued chapters, Duan provides an impressive ex-

egesis of the most important passages in Marx's works pertaining to these
issues. Whether or not one accepts all of Duan's own interpretations of this
material, one cannot help but feel indebted to him for having unearthed it

and for providing us with an occasion for renewed reflection upon it. At a
time when all too many are taking smug pride in having always "just said
no" to what Raymond Aron once called "the opiate of the intellectuals," Duan
gives us many reasons to reaffirm "that historical materialism is not only a
rigorously scientific theory, but also ... a powerful weapon for understanding society and changing it today."
In many respects, Duan's method of exposition recalls the approach
of such "analytical Marxists" as G. A. Cohen, John Roemer and Jon Elster.
Indeed, he often appears to be concerned, above all, with furnishing ana-
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mental theses of historical materialism that recall the ideas of such "dialec-

tical" Marxists as Berteli Oilman, Derek Sayer, and Ellen Meiksins Wood.
Unfortunately, except for a brief yet important affirmation of Marx's com-

mitment to a philosophy of "internal relations," Duan avoids engagement
with any "Hegelian-Marxist" or dialectical accounts of Marx's social ontology and theory of history. Such an engagement, I believe, would have enormously strengthened Duan's critiques of G. A. Cohen's functionalist account

of historical materialism, Louis Althusser's structuralism, and Teodor

Shanin's attribution to the "late Marx" of a "multilinear" theory of social de-

velopment; it might also have helped him to avoid certain problematic aspects of his own interpretation of historical materialism.
In the first chapter, Duan establishes that Marx's concept of the social

formation encompasses two meanings: a definite stage of development of
human society, and the entire structure of society at a definite historical stage
of development. This discussion lays the basis for the subsequent elaboration
of the two ideas that Duan sees as basic to Marx's thought: the thesis that "the
economic base determines the superstructure" and the thesis that the devel-

opment of human society proceeds through the successive replacement of
three great social formations, namely pre-capitalism, capitalism and communism. In general, I found Duan's arguments on behalf of the latter thesis far
more compelling and interesting than his arguments on behalf of the former.
Both sets of arguments proceed, however, from a distinctive interpretation

of Marx's concepts of "economic base" and "mode of production."
Contrary to Cohen, who regards the economic base as consisting exclusively of social relations of production, Duan insists that Marx included
in the base the mode of production as well. Like Cohen, Duan insists on
drawing a very precise line between concepts that refer respectively to the

"social" and "material" aspects of human existence. The result is that Duan
furnishes a definition of ¿he "mode of production" that excludes the "relations of production" and that emphasizes its materiality, even though he is
at pains to show that certain relations of production always "correspond" to
particular modes of production. The upshot is that where Cohen sees the
material forces of production functionally "selecting" the social relations of
production, Duan regards the relations of production as being historically
determined by the mode of production (a kind of ensemble of material
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The starting point of Duan's discussion of the historical development
of human society is the familiar passage from Marx's Preface of 1859 which
states that: "In broad outline, the Asiatic, ancient, feudal and modern bour-

geois modes of production may be designated as epochs marking progress
in the economic development of society." Duan is concerned to refute two
common (mis) interpretations of this passage: the "theory of five types of
social formation," according to which social development proceeds through
the successive replacement of the above four modes of production, culminating in the communist mode of production; and the "multilinear schema"

associated with Umberto Melotti and Teodor Shanin, according to which
Marx affirmed that the path to communism need not lead through capitalism. Duan seeks first to establish that the Asiatic, ancient and feudal modes
of production are all variants (or "phases") of a "pre-capitalist mode of production" and that Marx was not concerned with establishing any "laws" governing the successive replacement of these modes of production in relation
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Mexican Anarchism After the Revolution, by Donald C. Hodges. Austin, Texas:

University of Texas Press, 1995. $40.00; paper, $17.95. Pp. 256.

Though anarchism was never a major social movement in Mexico, subtle
reminders that libertarianism has long informed the political culture there
can still be found scattered throughout the country. Thus, for example, in

Zacatecas (located in the "heart" of Mexico) two streets - Once de Noviembre and Calle Mártires de Chicago - honor the memory of the four Haymarket anarchists executed over 100 years ago, while echoes of the fiery
rhetoric promoted by Mexico's foremost anarchist, Ricardo Flores Magón
(1874-1922), can still be heard today in the defiant pronouncements of the
Zapatista rebels based in Chiapas. Precisely what Mexico's anarchist legacy
has amounted to over the past 70 years is the subject of Donald C. Hodges'
latest contribution to the history of the Latin American left, Mexican Anarchism After the Revolution.

The fact that anarchism ceased to be an independent socio-political
force in Mexico after 1931 poses a serious challenge to anyone seeking to
answer this question. Yet Professor Hodges is undaunted by such an historiographical challenge, above all because he contends that contemporary
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